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Folder Contents

Miscellaneous Communications

MSCC-1  
data: 10.17.83  
description: typed memo from Niccolo to Jim presenting his intentions to put the liturgical schemata in order for binding.

MSCC-2  
data: 21.12.83  
description: typed letter from John Rotelle to Robert Miller advising him that a donation of liturgical materials was being shipped to the University Libraries; reply from Mr. Miller attached, along with a one-page cataloging worksheet.

MSCC-3  
data: 06.05.86  
description: typed memo from John Rotelle to Mr. (Alan) Krieger which accompanied more documents to be added to the collection.

MSCC-4  
data: 10.30.86  
description: handwritten inventory of the liturgical schemata which were placed in order by D. Cook.

MSCC-5  
data: [undated]  
description: handwritten note from Mark Searle which accompanied a contribution of working papers to the litcollection.